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The Photographic Historical Society of Canada
Come hear our October Speaker

Ralph Beaumont
Present on his recent book:

Heckman's
Canadian
Pacific - A Photographic Journey
Author Ralph Beaumont takes us on a photographic
journey into the visual history of this country's first
transcontinental railroad, in his new book on the CPR's
pioneering photographer Joseph William Heckman.
From 1898 to 1915 Heckman traveled from coast to
coast photographing every aspect of the railway’s
main lines and many of its branches - from stations
and bridges to steamships, hotels and the people who made the railway run.
Mr. Beaumont’s detailed descriptions of each photo delve into the railway’s rich
history, providing context for each striking photograph. The book is a selection
of 380 photographs, most never before published, taken from the CPR Archive’s
collection of more than 4,000 Heckman views and printed from the original large
format glass plate negatives.
Don't miss this opportunity for a unique glimpse into the expansion of the railway,
and Canada itself, at the turn of the century.
Free Admission - Open to the Public

Wednesday, October 21, 2015 - Doors open at 7:00
Presentation at 8:00 PM

NOT A MEMBER OF THE PHSC? THEN
JOIN CANADA’S BEST PHOTO
HISTORY SOCIETY. A GREAT
BARGAIN FOR MEETINGS, AUCTIONS,
FAIRS, AND PUBLICATIONS – ONLY
$35.00. JOIN UP ON THE WEB AT
WWW.PHSC.CA - PAYPAL ACCEPTED

PHSC Monthly Meetings
are held on the third Wednesday from
September to June in the Gold Room,
of Memorial Hall in the basement of
the North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge St., North York, Ontario.
The meeting officially begins at 8:00
p.m. but is preceded by a Buy & Sell
and social gathering from 7:00 p.m.
onwards. For information contact the
PHSC at info@phsc.ca

Programming Schedule:
October 21, 2015
- Ralph Beaumont: Pioneering CPR
photographer Heckman
November 25, 2015
- Field Trip! Tour and presentation by
Lauren Williams, Collections Manager
at the Museum of Inuit Art, Queens
Quay, Toronto
December 16, 2015
- Our holiday show-and-tell, silent
auction and more!

Gold Room, Memorial Hall, North York Public Library
5120 Yonge St., North York, ON.
Indoor Access From North York Centre Subway Station, Line 1

Heads Up! This Sunday, October 18!

The PHSC Fall Photographica Fair

THE BIG ONE

October 18, 2015, 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Trident Hall

Offer your suggestions and fresh
ideas for programs at info@phsc.ca.
DON’T MISS ANY OF THE
10 INTERESTING PROGRAMS
FOR THIS YEAR

JOIN THE PHSC TODAY

AND RECEIVE A DVD WITH
40 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
CANADIANA IN PDF FORMAT

145 Evans Ave, Etobicoke, M8Z 5X8

www.phsc.ca
email: info@phsc.ca

FREE PARKING at the hall and across the street at the Brewery!

Robert A. Carter – Webmaster

South side of Evans Ave. - Just East of Corner Evans & Islington

TTC 37 Islington or 15 Evans Bus

David Bridge - Editor

Admission $7.00 - Students free with ID
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Toronto Notes

by Mark Singer and Robert Carter

Scott Rickard and prints

September 16, 2015 - Our first meeting
for this fall season got off to a grand
start. Speaker, PHSC member and
retired photographer Scott Rickard
spent many years in Dawson City
in the Yukon. A few years ago he
moved back home to Ontario where
he and his wife own a flower shop
and gift business. Using images
and mementoes, Scott recounted
his trip along the Chilkoot Trail in
the summer of 1985, documenting
the re-creation of the first mail run a
century earlier. The mail was carried
from Skagway in Alaska to Dawson
City in the Yukon near the famous
gold fields. Air, Army and Navy Cadets from across Canada were selected for this auspicious centennial
run.
In 1885, the post office inaugurated a mail service which followed the
Chilkoot trail from Skagway, Alaska
to the more civilized Dawson City.
A dozen years later, the narrow trail
became famous when the Klondike gold rush burst upon the world
scene. Scott personally walked and
photographed the Chilkoot trail
three times in the 1980s. Since this
was before the days of digital photography, Scott had to carry cameras,

top bit by bit. When broken down,
lenses and all the film he would
the 1,500 pounds of food and utenneed for the six hundred mile trip.
sils took well over 20 trips to carry
On the 1985 centennial trip, Scott
up the pass. At the top of the pass
used a Leica M5 and two Canon
was the Canadian border. There the
F1s with a 24mm, 50mm, 80-200
North-West Mounted Police (today
and 400mm lenses plus some 110
known as the RCMP) had a set of
rolls of Kodachrome 64. He accuscales. If you did not have enough
mulated about 3,950 Kodachromes
gear, your journey ended then and
on that trip alone! These were whitthere!
tled down to the few he presented in
The would-be miners made the
his talk. He explained the preparatrip in winter over snow-filled passtion for the talk took longer than he
es and steps cut into the ice to help
anticipated. He recalled marking the
scale the mountain. Scott showed
boxes of slides for the journey back
some twenty-three glass plate
home from Dawson City, but when
slides taken on the original trip up
they were located, each box was
the mountain for the first eight miles
labelled with a single word…Yukon.
of the Chilkoot trail. They show the
Scott began with a bit of backarduous journey the men faced over
ground and history. The first perrugged land as they made their way
son to discover gold in the Klondto the gold fields. Even the journey
ike was thought to be an American,
by sea had been filled with many
George Washington Carmack. The
perils such as rapids, whirlpools
discovery was made in 1896. About
and the narrow inland passages.
100,000 men took boats from San
The glass plates showed the men
Francisco and Seattle up to Dyea,
walking over various parts of the
Alaska, seven miles north of Skagtrail loaded with their gear. Worst
way. The trek from Skagway - a
was the trip up the Chilkoot Pass to
lawless town in those days - to the
the top of the mountain range. The
Canadian border and relative civimen dumped their food and belonglization was only a few harrowing
ings at the base of the climb on a flat
miles.
plateau. Joining the queue of strugThe attraction was gold in the
gling men, they slowly climbed with
Yukon River. Most of the men were
the first part of their burden. Each
not miners but all hoped to find
steep climb took up to 8 hours and
riches during an era of depression.
had to be repeated many times by
They had to travel 600 miles to
those poor souls who could’t afford
Dawson City carrying about 1,500
the tramway.
pounds of gear needed to survive
Continues...
the journey and
begin mining for
gold - some even
carried
wood
stoves.
Near
the beginning of
the trail was a
steep mountain
to climb. Those
with
money
could arrange for
a cable tramway
to lift their heavy
load
up
the
mountain. Others less fortunate
On top of the pass, looking back towards Alaska. Standing on
had to carry the
the Canada / U.S. border
load up to the

Scott Rickard

R. Lansdale

Our September 16th Speaker: Scott Rickard
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September Meeting Continued...
1,200 steps were carved in the ice
to help them scale the steeper sections of the pass. The men used a
shovel or board to quickly slide back
down to their goods and get in line to
repeat the ordeal. It took them over
a week to carry all 1,500 pounds of
their goods up the pass.
Once the mountain range was
scaled, walking was easier until the
men reached the first lake. There
they had to buy or build a boat to
go down the lake and over the rivers to Dawson City. In wintertime,
the men added sails and skis to the
boats and scooted over the ice. Fortunately for the reenactment, once
the cadets walked from Skagway
over the mountains to the lake, Zodiacs were waiting to carry them to
Dawson City and civilization. Along
the way the cadets stopped at Fort
Selkirk to take a break and meet the

famous Canadian author Pierre Berton. (Wolfcreek Cadet Camp near
Whitehorse is still active.)
Scott was the official photographer for the centennial mail run.
Cadets carried their gear as well
as sacks of special letters. People
all over the world paid for a souvenir letter to commemorate the trip.
Each morning Scott was the first up
and had to walk the next part of the
trail to be ready to record the arrival
of the cadets - and to ensure they
would be safe from wild animals, especially bears.
The cadets made the journey in
summer and Scott’s slides show the
leftovers the original miners abandoned along the way. Included were
a number of stoves, some used in
hotels. Because it is so cold in the
Yukon, the items are well preserved
but rusty. The pass is a lot longer in

the summer because of the housesized rocks that kept forcing the cadets to do short detours. Along the
trail the cadets found markers showing both old encampments and the
graves of those old timers who died
before reaching their dream. The
cadets even spotted remains of old
Army trucks used during WWII to
reinforce the route against an anticipated Japanese invasion.
Scott photographed some of the
many bridges on the trail used to
cross rivers along the way. He recorded debris from the ancient cable
tramway as well, including cables,
massive pulleys, gears, and even the
steam boilers once used to power
the steam engine in those days of
long ago.
It was an interesting part of history
brought to life by a modern journey
taken nearly thirty years ago.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CANADIANA
© Mike Robinson’s Century Darkroom

VOL 41-2
41-2
VOL

Two full plate daguerreotypes of
St. James Cathedral in Toronto
have come to light and we have
the story in our current issue of
Photographic Canadiana Vol 41-2.
Not only that, a collection of glassplate negatives (1872-1880), discovered in Winnipeg, has become
a nine-page feature on early
Orillia, Ontario by photographer
Charles Ellis, authored by Leon
Piniuta

THIS 20 PAGE ISSUE HAS BEEN MAILED
TO MEMBERS ONLY!!
Why not join the Photographic Historical
Society of Canada and be part of an everexpanding group of historically-minded
collectors and receive our journal on a
regular basis. It only costs you $35.00 per
year for which you receive benefits that far
3 charge.
outweigh this token
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Download a PHSC
membership application
from www.phsc.ca

PHSC FALL PHOTOGRAPHICA FAIR
Sunday, October 18, 2015 - 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

THE BIG ONE

Our Location:

THE TRIDENT HALL

145 EVANS AVE., UNIT 200, ETOBICOKE, M8Z 5X8
IMMEDIATELY EAST OF ISLINGTON ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF EVANS
Snack Bar - Wheelchair Accessible
Sunday access via TTC 37 Islington or 15 Evans Bus
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Evans
Trident
Hall
PHSC
Fair

Three Big Rooms of Photographic Treasures!
For information contact: Mark Singer, 416-879-7168 OR fair@phsc.ca
ADMISSION ONLY $7.00

FREE TO STUDENTS
WITH SCHOOL ID CARD

More Free Parking on site and immediately across the
road at the Cool Beer Brewery

PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
4335 Bloor St W, Box 11703, Toronto ON M9C 2A5 ◊ www.phsc.ca ◊ fair@phsc.ca
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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New Photo Links: Items of Photographic Interest
Compiled by Louise Freyburger. Texts from the respective websites.
George
Eastman
Museum
Announces New Name - New name
reflects scope of collections, exhibitions, and scholarship

our communities, in Rochester and
beyond,” said Bruce Barnes, the Ron
and Donna Fielding Director. “Our new
name better conveys our institution’s
core identity as a dynamic museum
with world-class collections in the
fields of photography and cinema.”

Read more: http://www.stokesentinel.
co.uk/Thousands-historic-imagesPotteries-available/story27825725-detail/story.html
According to Wikipedia: “The Stokeon-Trent Built-up Area or The Potteries
Urban Area or colloquially, simply ‘The
Potteries’ is a conurbation in North
Staffordshire in the West Midlands
region of England.”
Panama Canal Centennial: Online
Exhibit

George Eastman Museum logo

Rochester, N.Y., October 6, 2015—
The George Eastman Museum
announced its new name and launched
a new website at http://eastman.org/
Formerly George Eastman House, the
institution encompasses one of the
world’s foremost museums of photography and cinema and the historic
Rochester estate of entrepreneur and
philanthropist George Eastman, the
pioneer of popular photography. The
museum’s robust exhibition schedule
features contemporary and historic
photography, film screenings, and collaborative projects with cultural and
educational institutions. As a research
and teaching institution, the Eastman
Museum has an active publishing program and makes critical contributions
in the fields of film preservation and
photographic conservation.

Dr. Bruce Barnes in the West Garden at
George Eastman House (Oct. 2012) Photo
by Carlos Ortiz/Democrat and Chronicle
Media Group

“The three-part mission of the George
Eastman Museum remains leadership
in the fields of photography and cinema; preservation and development of
our collections, including the historic
mansion and gardens; and service to

Henry Peach Robinson (English, 1830–
1901). “A Holiday in the Wood,” 1860.
Albumen silver print. George Eastman
House. Gift of Alden Scott Boyer. NOTES:
Public domain

"S.S. Ancon in Culebra Cut near Empire.
August 15, 1914,” by Ernest Hallen

BYGONES: Gibson Street in Tunstall in 1964

“One hundred years after the opening
of the Panama Canal, the University of
Florida celebrates this monumental
achievement, reflecting on the Canal’s
history, analyzing its impact, and honoring those who made it possible...
The Panama Canal Centennial exhibitions are a part of a three year Institute
of Museum & Library Services (IMLS)
[project] to integrate the former
Panama Canal Museum’s collection
and community with that of the
Smathers Libraries.”
http://exhibits.uflib.ufl.edu/canal100/
index.html

“THOUSANDS of pictures capturing
forgotten streets of the Potteries are to
be made accessible to the public 50
years after the snapshots were taken.
Amateur photographer Bert Bentley
compiled the fascinating record in the
1960s and 1970s, turning his lens to
ordinary shops, homes and factories
rather than grand buildings.
Many of these sites have long since
disappeared through slum clearance
programmes, regeneration projects
and the general march of time.
But
now
Stoke-on-Trent
and
Staffordshire Archive Service has catalogued the collection and loaned
many of the slides to The Sentinel....”

The Carte de Visite Phenomenon
Post by Clayton Lewis, Curator of
Graphics. CLEMENTS LIBRARY
CHRONICLES,
Wednesday,
September 23, 2015
"A preoccupation with self-image
swept across society when a new
technology enabled a flood of inexpensive portrait photographs. The
enthusiastic gathering of photographs
of friends and public figures and the
sharing of them in albums became a
social norm...this could be just another
day in the age of the selfie, but it happened in the 1860s with the introduction of the carte de visite photograph.

“Thousands of historic images of
the Potteries made available for first
time” By Kathie McInnes, Stokes
Sentinel, U.K.
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continues...

New Photo Links: Items of Photographic Interest - continued
With origins in France and the social
tradition of calling card etiquette, the
carte de visite was essentially a small
card mounted portrait photo. It was
cheap, easily available, portable, and
could be mass-produced…. It is estimated that the number of cartes de
visite produced in the United States
was between 300 and 400 million per
year during the 1860s, easily ten times
the nation’s total population.
Its influence during its heyday was
acknowledged by no less a figure than
Abraham Lincoln. His statement that
“Brady and the Cooper Institute made
me President” was a reference to the
Mathew Brady photo of Lincoln disseminated in massive quantities in
carte de visite format prior to the election of 1860….”

The online Catalogue Raisonné will be
a detailed inventory of Fox Talbot’s
work and include images of thousands
of photographs and negatives by
Talbot and his close circle. It will shed
new light on Talbot’s photographic
discoveries and will invite academics
and the public to help fill in the blanks
about mystery images. The completed
Catalogue Raisonné will be a dynamic
online catalogue and will invite contributions from scholars and enthusiasts. Its aim is to be a/the major online
resource in the work of Henry Fox
Talbot.
This blog provides updates of this
four-year project (2014-2018) as it
develops with regular updates provided by project team members, particularly Professor Larry J. Schaaf, Director
of the Talbot Catalogue Raisonné at
the Bodleian Libraries and also a
Visiting Professor of Art History at the
University of Oxford.”
You can search the blog. Or subscribe.
http://foxtalbot.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/

A selection of Cartes de Visite from the
David V. Tinder Collection of Michigan
Photography

----------William Henry Fox Talbot Catalogue
Raisonné: A project to create the
seminal catalogue of the works of
photographic pioneer William Henry
Fox Talbot
“The Bodleian Libraries together with
experts in the field are working on an
ambitious project to develop a new
web-based research tool that will
allow scholars and members of the
public to view and search the complete photographic works of British
photographic pioneer William Henry
Fox Talbot.
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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HARRY JOY

We are sad to report the passing
of photographer Harry Joy. Harry
was a long time member of the
PHSC and resident of Etobicoke.
He was born in Winnipeg back in
1917 and at the age of two moved
to Toronto along with his family.
Harry is well known for his photographs of the downtown area and
especially the Kensington Market
area of the 1960s. Over the years,
his studio worked with the Toronto Star as well as with many local
politicians.
His most recent exhibition was
held last January at the St. Lawrence Market gallery along with
the photos of photographers Doug
Hemmy and Andy Brooks. A 97
year old Harry attended the opening event.
Harry’s black and white photographs are featured in a photo
essay prepared for Photographic
Canadiana, issue 40-3, by editor
Robert Lansdale. Textual material
was provided by Harry’s son-inlaw, Wayne Gilbert, who currently
holds the membership position in
our society.

OUR BIG NOVEMBER EVENT!

PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONSIGNMENT
AUCTION
Sunday, November 22nd, 2015

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION #101, 3850 LAKESHORE BLVD. WEST
LOCATED AT THE END OF THE 501 TTC STREET CAR RUN AT LONG BRANCH LOOP
OR TAKE THE LAKESHORE GO TRAIN TO LONG BRANCH STATION (IMMEDIATELY HANDY)

Consignors are requested to bring in quality items to be auctioned.
Material will be critiqued for acceptability at the door.
FORMAT SAME AS PREVIOUS AUCTIONS
A 5% BUYER’S PREMIUM WILL APPLY
BIDDING STARTS AT 11:00 AM - LIMITED TO 250 LOTS
CASH or known CHEQUE will be accepted as payment for auction items.
Sorry – no provision for credit card payments.

Items Accepted for Auction 8:30 - 10:00 AM

Viewing 10:00 -11:00 AM

FREE ADMISSION – FREE PARKING – PUBLIC WELCOME
For update information check: www.phsc.ca/auction.html
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PASS IT ON TO A FRIEND – LET EVERYONE READ THIS NEWSLETTER
More Info Wanted
Les Jones sends these images of
an antique market find, asking for
anyone with more input on this
camera: Anthony&Scovill 19021907, 4x5, No leather: Walnut or
Mahogany?,9”x4.75”x5.75”
Appears to be a mini-detective
camera, Ansco lens on rachet,
Wollensak shutter, Takes film
(103?) or plates. Similar to Scoville
PDQ camera of 1890.

PHSC EVENT TIMELINE
Lots more exciting events in 2015!
October 18, 2015 (Sunday)

PHSC Fall Fair at the Trident Hall

October 21, 2015 (Wednesday)

PHSC October Meeting

November 22, 2015 (Sunday)

PHSC Consignment Auction

November 25, 2015 (Wednesday)

PHSC November Meeting

December 16, 2015 (Wednesday)

PHSC Holiday Meeting, Show and Tell
and Silent Auction

May 29, 2016 (Tentative)

PHSC Spring Fair

...and more to come
Your Classified Could be Here FREE Just Email us at ldbrucke@sympatico.ca

What's on:
Help a Photographer Win $50,000
Once again this year the Art Gallery
of Ontario is running their Aimia
Photography Prize event which,
"recognizes four international artists working at the forefront of photography." Each year an international nomination process comes
up with a long list that a jury of
three, led by an AGO curator, pares
down to a shortlist of four.

the AGO website, but it is worth a
trip to the AGO to experience up
close pieces that stretch the concepts of what photography is.
Choice of the final winner is made
by public vote, done either online
or at the AGO gallery. The prizes
include $50,000 for the winner,
$5,000 for each shortlisted artist
and an additional $25,000 towards
a national scholarship program for
Canadian photography students.

The shortlist of four and their works
are now available to consider on

Art Gallery of Ontario, 317 Dundas
St. W.,Toronto M5T 1G4

From the Daguerreian Society

Fixed in Time illustrates over 700
cases and mats from 1840 to 1870,
and provides dates for each style.
Dates are based on analysis of over
3,000 objectively dated daguerreotypes, ambrotypes and tintypes;
it is the fruit of over two years of
research. The PDF can be downloaded at:

Sean Nolan reports that an updated and expanded edition of
Fixed in Time, a free guide to dating daguerreotype, ambrotype &
tintype mats and cases, is now
available.

Any input? contact Les Jones at
lesjones.covershots@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/fixed.in.time.book
This new expanded edition provides illustrations and dates for approximately three times as many
case and mat designs as the first.
Half plate, quarter plate, and ninth
plate designs are now included.
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Sunday, October 25, 2015
10:00 AM - 3 PM

Holiday Inn Pointe-Claire
6700 Trans Canada Hwy.,
Pointe-Claire, Quebec.
Admission $7.00
Early bird admission available
www.montrealcamerashow.com

photo ED
INSpIRAtIoN
FRIDAy
oct. 30
2015

GeorGe Brown ColleGe • SChool of DeSiGn
230 riChmonD St eaSt • toronto
a day of learning and inspiration for budding photographers, photo educators, and anyone passionate about
photography. this special event will feature a keynote presentation by Cameras for healing founder, maurice
henri, followed by a PechaKucha–style show-and-tell delivered by a line-up of inspirational speakers.
Check out our website for the full schedule and more details: www.photoed.ca
opening keynote presentation by photographer and
Cameras for healing founder Maurice henri www.camerasforhealing.com
Featuring:
laura Stanley, manager of Creative Services 500px
Simon Bell, executive Director Focus on Nature
lesley Sparks, education & Youth Programs manager hot Docs

Stephen Bulger, Stephen Bulger Gallery
elaine Kilburn, cApIc
andrew Stawicki, photoSensitive
Peter Sramek, International collaboration Studio
Jim Kinney, Adobe Behance
Clint hryhorijiw & John morden, photographic historical Society of canada
mondo lulu, Graphic Designer & photographer
Kevin Brandon, photoshop Workflow
felix russo, photoEd Magazine

ticket prices and info
in addition to the knowledge they will gain on the day, attendees
to the forum will receive a FREE one-year subscription to photoEd Magazine.
tickets are onlY available through the website: www.photoed.ca
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tickets purchased on or before october 16: $99.*
Students (with valid student iD card): $ 69.
after october 16: $130.
Students (with valid student iD card): $99.
*prices include all taxes

PHSC DISCOUNT: Use coupon code PHSC2015 and save $10
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photo ED
INSpIRAtIoN
FRIDAy
oct. 30
2015

GeorGe Brown ColleGe • SChool of DeSiGn
230 riChmonD St eaSt • toronto

KEyNotE pRESENtAtIoN By:

MAuRIcE hENRI
Based in moncton, new Brunswick, maurice henri has been working full
time in the field of photography (studio and location portraits, weddings,
commercial and stock) since 1989. he hosted and produced the foto
television series and is the founder of Cameras for healing and the Photo
moncton international Photography festival.
his work has been featured nationally and internationally. of special note,
his photographic work is a part of the permanent collection in the african
american museum and Center for education and applied arts in new York.

cAMERAS FoR hEALING
Cameras for healing is a not for profit, volunteer based organization
that supports emotional healing through photographic arts and creative
expression for those living with pain, grief, fear, poverty or stress. it aims to
encourage and develop emotional connections through visual arts in an
effort to help circumvent the element within us which repress what we are
willing or able to talk about.
Please see the Cameras for healing website for more information:

www.camerasforhealing.com

PHSC DISCOUNT: Use coupon code PHSC2015 and save $10

WWW.PHOTOED.CA

